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March 21st was kind of the first day of the rest of my life. Or the last. It doesn't matter. On that day I
was alive, as I am today. In between there was some life. That afternoon, all of a whopping 40
degrees, I went out and mapped a plan to return to jogging. The result was a blog post (The Road
Goes On Forever) and the desire to get back to running. In the process, over nearly 2 and ½
months, I've managed to learn much about myself and what it means to take on a goal. Even a
crazy, obsessive one.

       The running project started out pretty unpromisingly. The temps steadily rose at the end of
March, only to drop back into the low fifties during April. Pure Michigan. Weather isn't too much of
an issue, anyway. I've run in sleet and snow along the shore of Lake Michigan and those have been
some of the best workout experiences I've had. I'll never forget the afternoon several years ago
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running in November snow, and coming across intrepid tourists taking pictures of the local war
memorials. What struck me was that we were the only people left on the streets and it felt good to
have such an stick-to-it spirit. Amby Burfoot has written some inspiring pieces about the joys of
running in miserable weather and how sometimes it's a more memorable experience. As I write this
post in early June, the weather has been nearly perfect of late.

     When I wrote the first running post in March I was running in a far off park on the outskirts of town.
The idea was that I could tune up without other people in the mix. I came up with a self imposed,
strict discipline in which the caveat was that I'd always have to stay out for 3 miles. Jog, walk, or
crawl-it didn't matter, but I'd stay out for a full 3. Most days I crawled in a vomitacious dragging circle
around the track. The best running I managed was when dog walkers would let theri animals loose
on me. By the time that three panting, side hitching miles became a reality and I could add hills, it
was time to leave the park. At the beginning of May I found that it was just pointless to drive across
town and run in circles when I could enjoy the beauty of the shoreline by running out my front door.
With better scenery came more miles and better times.

        The times didn't get too much better, though. I finally realized that during the years when I could
run 4 miles in 23 minutes it was because I was gulping down handfuls of fat burning thermogenic
pills. Instead of hustling to GNC, I made a pact to push myself without the twitching pills. It's been
miserable, but I'm still at it, pharma-free. Using Nike+ (www.nikerunning.com) self coaching, I'm
working on a 12 week half marathon program in order to run in Holland, Michigan's Park 2 Park
marathon in September. I'll keep you posted. Onward, Upward and Outward.
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